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reviews:

album description:
Saffron Blue evokes a sense of passion, with stunning 
performances by four guest vocalists that perfectly 
juxtapose Kim Waters’ exquisite voice and Hans 
Christian’s virtuosic arrangements.  A rich sonic journey 
that transports the listener to the transcendental realm 
of India with trance-like rhythms and a deeply spiritual 
sound.

other related releases:
• Shelter (NE 2401)

• Temple of Love (NE 2506)

buy! here’s why!
• Ideal music to facilitate meditation, relaxation, & yoga

• Perfect for everyday enjoyable listening

• Great for a romantic evening at home

p.o.p./
merchandising:
• Promo CDs
• Press Kits
• Postcards

        Street Date: May 8th  2007 RASA                       NE 2708       

File Under:New Age/Lifestyle

advertising:
• Elephant (Boulder, CO)
• New Age Retailer

• Yogi Times

• Strong Web Campaign

track listing:
1 Vamsi Dhari  7.36

2 Madhava Murari  7.48

3 Gayatri Mantra  7.59

4 Antara Mandire 6.42

5 Drone Scape  2.17

6 Maha Mantra  9.13

7 Krishna Jinika  7.24

8 Sitara Dreams  4.38

9 Vande Krishna  10.49

   Total Time:  64.31
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Artist Bio:

“Devotional music has never sounded as serene and sensual as  
it does in the world of RASA. With Hans Christian's richly layered 
pan-global arrangements and  Kim Waters' soothing voice                  
harmonized in Saffron Blue, the gates of heaven beckon .”

—John Diliberto, Echoes

“Passion” is written all over Saffron Blue, with stunning performances 
by four guest vocalists that perfectly juxtapose Kim Waters’ serene 
voice and Hans Christian’s virtuosic arrangements. A rich sonic 
journey that transports the listener to the transcendental realm of 
India with trancy rhythms and a deeply spiritual sound.

—Honey Harris, Morning Host of KBAC Radio

                     

RASA is Hans Christian and Kim
Waters.  Hans Christian is a classi-
cally trained musician originally
from Germany. In early adulthood
he moved to Los Angeles and
quickly became connected in the
local music scene.  Having a
strong pull to do his own kind of
music, when he met up with Kim
Waters in Northern California they
began to develop their own
sound, fusing her voice with his

musicianship.  Kim Waters is a distinguished singer and
illustrator whose publications include Illuminations f rom
the Bhagavad Gita and The Butter Thief. She has been
singing devotional songs of the Vaisnava saints for many
years, inspired by the mystical teachings and rich cultural
heritage of India.
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